
Munich Guide
for Festival Participants

WELCOME!

In this little guide, we tried to sum up some
information you might need to feel at ease here in

Munich. You will find some information on where to
eat, drink, where to do dome souvenir shopping and

how to get to us with public transit.

Enjoy your stay in Munich!

Your PRIX JEUNESSE Team



Bayerischer Rundfunk

Hotel Eden Wolff

Kings Hotel
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What’s around?



1

Just across the BR-entrance this shopping centre offers next to
supermarkets some nice lunch spots: an organic store with fresh
and healthy food, a small Asian restaurant with tables inside, a
bakery shop where you always get some sandwiches or the
popular “Leberkäs-Semmel” (bread roll with type of meat loaf
typical for Bavaria).
Also, there is a Rewe Supermarket where you can buy freshly
made pizza, fruits and several sorts of warm sandwiches.
If you’re out of money, you will find a cash dispenser right at the
entrance.

Eating and drinking
around the festival site

All along Dachauerstraße and Augustenstraße, between
Marsstraße and Stiglmaierplatz you will find a bunch of small
restaurants or takeaways varying from Turkish to Chinese or
Italian. Here are just some of them to give you inspiration:

Neue Hopfenpost (Shopping Centre Hopfenstraße),
2 minutes walk

Rundfunkplatz 4
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Have you ever eaten a fresh, juicy burger sitting in a forest? No?
Then you should absolutely try this place! The service is really nice
and if you’re not into meat, there are even veggie and vegan
burgers. During Midday they have some Lunch specials.
Oh yes, and the restaurant is not actually a forest, but… see for
yourself.

Japan Sushi Gourmet, 7 minutes walk
You feel an urgent need for excellent sushi, maki or fresh nigiri?
Then we can recommend this restaurant! It‘s small and it looks
inconspicious from the outside, but there you can find good Sushi
for a really good price.

Karlstraße 56

+49 89 5999 8799

Hans im Glück, 10 minutes walk

Luisenstraße 14

+49 89 9993 7818

Ristorante Vi Vadi, 6 minutes walk
Italian restaurant with the typical assortment of Pizza, Pasta and
Prosecco. Very close to the festival site. Standard menu and price.

Marsstraße 6

+49 89 5450 6767
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A trendy new restaurant offering special cuisine from around the
globe, from Mediterranean to Asian. They serve several menues
in big or small sizes, vegeterian or with meat. A must-try!

8

ZOB - Bus Terminal Building (5), 7 minutes walk
In and around the new bus terminal building there are a bunch of
restaurants and snack options.

Arnulfstraße 21

Munich Central Station, 10 minutes walk
In the “basement” underneath the Central Station there are lots
of small fast food restaurants. You will find several possibilities to
still your hunger for little money. If you need cash, there are
several ATMs inside the train station.

Bayerstraße 10

Busner.s Restaurant, 10 minutes walk

Nyphenburgerstraße 1

+49 89 557154

Ruby Lilly Hotel & Bar, 7 minutes walk
The Ruby Lilly is just a stone's throw from the BR and Munich‘s
lively city centre and a few minutes' walk from the historic
Königsplatz and the adjacent major museums and galleries. At
Ruby Lilly you can make yourself comfortable in an armchair or on
the sofa and enjoy affordable snacks and cocktails. Lean Luxury!

Dachauerstraße 37

+49 89 954570820
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Another traditional Bavarian brewery, situated only 10 minutes
away from the BR. You can’t miss the impressive building with its
characteristic tower at the northern end of Stiglmaierplatz. Relax
and enjoy a home-made beer in the garden!

Beer Gardens
Augustiner Keller, 5 minutes walk
Probably the most genuine beer garden in Munich and right next
door to Bayerischer Rundfunk. At the entrance you will find
served tables where you can order typical Bavarian food. The
area behind is for self-service and to bring your own picnic.

Arnulfstraße 52

+49 89594393

Löwenbräukeller, 8 minutes walk

Nymphenburgerstraße 2, U1/U7 or Tram 20/21/22 “Stiglmaierplatz”

+49 89526021

Sweets
Ballabeni Icecream Werkstatt, 7 minutes walk
Industrial design and stylish ice cream machines – first you have
the feeling of standing in a laboratory. Every day the owners
produce up to 500 kg icecream in exotic flavours like coconut,
chocolate-ginger and milk-fig – cold and sweet desires for every
taste.

Seidlstraße 28

+49 89 9054 4186



Wider perimeter (>10 minutes walk)
Hofbräukeller, 50 minutes walk
Located on the other side of the Isar, the Hofbräukeller one of the
most popular beer gardens in Munich. In fact it is not to be condused
with the much more touristic Hofbräuhaus, situated in the city center
near Marienplatz. The Hofbräukeller is where many locals have their
afterwork beer and a “Brezn” (Pretzel) with friends and colleagues.

Innere Wienerstraße 19
Take the U4 in the direction of Arabellapark and get off at Max-Weber-Platz
Take the U5 in the direction of Neuperlach Süd and get off at Max-Weber-Platz 

+49 89 4599 250

Paulaner im Tal, 30 minutes walk
This is another typical bavarian restaurant. Actually, it is one of the
oldest breweries in town, dating back to the 16th century! Even if the
beer is still brewed traditionally, it comes freshly tapped to your table.

Tal 12
Take the S2 in the direction of Erding and get off at Marienplatz
Take the S8 in the direction of Munich Airport and get off at Marienplatz
Take the S1 in the direction of Leuchtenbergring and get off at Marienplatz 

+49 89 2199 400

Seehaus, 67 minutes walk
This is the place to see and tob e seen, typical fort he area of
Schwabing and ist posh „Schickeria“. But the lovely beer garden at the
North end of English Garden has also a lot to offer: A unique location
right on a lake where you can even rent a boat, sunny places all day
long and a delicious „Obatzda“, a typical Bavarian spread cheese.

English Garden, Kleinhesselohe 3, 
Take the U2 in the direction of Feldmoching, get off at Hohenzollernplatz, change to bus 59 in the direction of
Giesing Bf. and get off at Osterwaldstraße
Take the U5 in the direction of Neuperlach south and get off at Odeonsplatz. Change to the U6 in the direction of
Kieferngarten and get off at Dietlindenstraße. Change to the MetroBus 59 in the direction of Giesing Bf. and get off
at Osterwaldstraße

+49 89 3816130



This lovely beer garden right behind Max-Emanuel-Brewery is located
directly in the university area and always attracts a crowd of young
people. For those who are more into sport activities, in the hall of
Max-Emanuel restaurant Salsa courses are offered (Fri 10 p.m. – 1
a.m.)

Chinesischer Turm/ Chinese Tower or a nice walk through
English Garden, 55 minutes walk
In the heart of English Garden – always worth a visit. Something for
ears and eyes: a lot of people passing by on their walk through English
Garden. The special highlight of this beer garden: a Bavarian Band
plays right in the Chinese Tower.

English Garden
Take the MetroBus 58 City Ring via Pinakotheken - giselastraße and get off at the Chinese Tower 
Take the U4 in the direction of Arabellapark and get off at Prinzregentenplatz. Change to MetroBus 68 in the
direction of Hauptbahnhof Nor and get off at Chinesischer Turm 

+49 89 3838 730

Max-Emanuel-Brewery, 37 minutes walk

Adalbertstraße 33
Take the U2 in the direction of Feldmoching, get off at Josephsplatz, change to bus 153 in the direction of
Odeonsplatz and get off at Türkenstraße 
Take the U4 in the direction of Arabellapark and get off at Odeonsplatz. Change to the U3 in the direction of
Moosach and get off at Universität

+49 89 2715 158



Other places (>10min walk)

Trattoria Bellini, 22 minutes walk
Italian classics, cozy athmosphere, a great choice of lunch menues and
red-checked
tablecloth – what more could you wih for.

Nymphenburger Str. 120
Take the U1 in the direction of Olympia-Einkaufszentrum and get off at Mailingerstraße
Take the U7 in the direction of Olympia-Einkaufszentrum and get off at Mailingerstraße 

+49 89 12789888

Banyan, 20 minutes walk
Delicious vietnamese kitchen – creative noodle bowls, crispy papaya-salad
and heartwarming soups. Did you ever try to roll your own summer rolls
with fresh ingredients? Take the chance!

Goethestr. 68
Take the MetroBus 68 in the direction of Silberhornstraße and get off at Beethovenplatz

+49 89 5309 321

Viktualienmarkt, 30 minutes walk
You might actually know this street market located in the center of
Munich. You will find all sorts of butchers, fishmongers, cafés, and
souvenir shops, too. Enjoy the unique atmosphere with a fresh beer on
one of the beer-tables at the center of the market.

Goethestr. 68
Take the MetroBus 68 in the direction of Silberhornstraße and get off at Beethovenplatz



Food from all over the world
Indian Food Ganga, 37 minutes walk
is the „most“ Indian restaurant in Munich with North Indian
specialties, golden statues and Indian music. Tip: cheap and delicious
lunch menus for € 5,90.

Baaderstr. 11
Take the U2 in the direction of Messestadt Ost and get off at Fraunhoferstraße
Take the S8 in the direction of Munich Airport and get off at Isartor
Take the S1 in the direction of Leuchtenbergring and get off at Isartor

 
+49 89 2016 465

Modern Chinese: Mongkok, 41 minutes walk
Modern pan-Asian restaurant with sushi bar, fire pot dishes, dim sum,
cocktails and lounge area.

Kapuzinerstraße 39
Take the MetroBus 68 in the direction of Silberhornstraße and get off at Kapuzinerstraße

+49 89 2010205

Spanish: Bodega Dali, 29 minutes walk
This restaurant is located in the cellar of a building and has lots of
different little rooms in secluded corners. The decor is all dark woods,
no table cloths, warm, relaxed and easy. As you might expect from a
good Spanish restaurant, the menu offers a wide variety of tapas
dishes like tiger prawns in hot garlic oil, chillied potato skins, cream
cheese stuffed Jalapeños and spicy Spanish sausage... The main dishes
are also delicious.

Tegernstraße 6
Take the U2 in the direction of Mesestadt Ost and get off at Silberhornstraße, change to streetcar 25 in the
direction of Max-Weber-Platz (Johannisplatz) and get off at Ostfriedhof
Take the S4 in the direction of Grafing-Bahnhof and get off at Rosenheimer Platz. Change to streetcar 25 in the
direction of Grünwald, Derbolfinger Platz and get off at Carl-Amery-Platz 

+49 89 2777 9696



Italian Food: Il Mulino, 27 minutes walk
This restaurant is a mixture between Italian peachiness and cosiness
from South Tyrol One part of the restaurant is built up like a café / bar,
so it´s nice to sit inside or on the terrace and enjoy a good coffee,
wine, grappa or pizza all day long.

Görresstraße 1
Take the U2 in the direction of Feldmoching and get off at Josephsplatz 

+49 89 5233 335

Oriental-Persian Food: Shandiz, 10 minutes walk
Special Tip: It´s very near to the Festival site and really traditional as
well. Enjoy delicious Falafel, Baghlava and Dough for Lunch or Dinner.
Definitely worth the stroll there.

Dachauer Straße 50
Take the Tram 20 in the direction of Moosach Bahnhof and get off at Karlstraße
Take streetcar 21 in the direction of Westfriedhof and get off at Karlsstraße
Take the U7 in the direction of Olympia-Einkaufszentrum and get off at Stiglmaierplatz 

+49 89 5994 7986

South African Food: Savanna, 34 minutes walk
Best place to enjoy a cool Savanna and the best Springbok burger you
find in miles. And the owners know what they do as original South
Africans. You will recognize this restaurant from the beginning of the
street, as the big elephant head of Nellie rises up out to the street.

Maistraße 6
Take the MetroBus 68 in the direction of Hauptbahnhof Nord and get off at Beethovenplatz
 Take the U2 in the direction of Messestadt Ost and get off at Sendlinger Tor
Take the U1 towards Mangfallplatz and get off at Sendlinger Tor 

+49 89 5390 6363



Vegetarian Food: Café Ignaz, 33 minutes walk
This little vegetarian café in Schwabing has a big variety of meatless
food. The pasta and rice dishes are very recommendable, the organic
pizza as well. Vegan crepes and cakes are delicious. Cheap lunch buffet
for € 5,- and for breakfast or brunch buffet € 8,-.

Georgenstraße 67
Take the U2 in the direction of Feldmoching and get off at Josephsplatz 

+49 89 2718093

Vegetarian Food: Prinz Myshkin, 25 minutes walk
Absolute must for vegetarians. Big variety of un-usual creations like
tofu with tarragon-redwine-mushroom sauce or maila-kofta vegetable
dumplings. Every meal is like a little artwork. Plus: Vegan food is
marked seperately on the menu.

Hackenstraße 2
Take the U1 in the direction of Mangfallplatz and get off at Sendlinger Tor
Take the U2 in the direction of Messestadt Ost and get off at Sendlinger Tor 

+49 89 2655 96



Sweet desires
Fizzy Bubble, 17 minutes walk
Dreaming of summer, sun and… ice? Then your are right at this cozy
little ice-shop on the Elisabethmarket. Create your own cookie
sandwich or try one “blended frozen” in your favourite flavour.

Elisabethenmarkt (Place 3)
Take the U2 in the direction of Feldmoching and get off at Josephsplatz
Take the Tram 18 in the direction of Schwanseestraße and get off at Karlsplatz. Then change to the Tram 27 in the
direction of Petuelring and get off at Elisabethplatz 

0176 72251030

Götterspeise Chocolaterie & Cafe, 36 minutes walk
This lovely little café and shop lwill make your sweetest dreams come
true. Here you can find everything made out of chocolate and enjoy
their homemade cakes, tartes and biscuits.

Jahnstraße 30
Take the Tram 18 in the direction of Schwanseestraße and get off at Müllerstraße
Take the U1 towards Mangfallplatz and get off at Fraunhoferstraße
Take the U2 in the direction of Messestadt Ost and get off at Fraunhoferstraße 

+49 89 2388 7374

The Victorian House, 32 minutes walk
Teatime in a British oldfashioned salon? Take a seat in one of the cozy
armchairs and chose your favourite afternoon tea with some
homemade scones with clotted cream and strawberry marmalade or
one of the fantastic cakes!

Frauenstraße 14
Take the S2 in the direction of Erding and get off at Isartor
Take the S8 in the direction of Munich Airport and get off at Isartor
Take the S4 in the direction of Grafing-Bahnhof and get off at Isartor 

+49 89 2554 6947



Delikatessen
Dallmayr, 28 minutes walk
The assortment of this former royal-warrant holder is far more wide-
ranging than their farmed coffee. “Schmackerl”, (generic erm for
Munich snacks) and between-meal are served in their in-store bistro
too. Also light lunches on 1st floor.

Dienerstraße 4
Take the Tram 19 in the direction of Berg am Laim Bf. and get off at Marienplatz
Take the S8 in the direction of Munich Airport and get off at Marienplatz
Take the S1 in the direction of Leuchtenbergring and get off at Marienplatz 

+49 89 2135 100

Käfer‘s, 58 minutes walk
These are the headquarters of the kitchens feeding Berlin’s Bundestag
delegates and supplying numerous restaurants. Käfer’s parties are
notorious, his catering is famous, and reservations for a table in his
Octoberfest tent are greatly in demand. The excellent service in both
store and tavern attracts the prominent and the 'beautiful' people.

Prinzregentenstraße 73
Take the U4 in the direction of Arabellapark and get off at Prinzregentenplatz
Take the U5 in the direction of Neuperlach Süd and get off at Max-Weber-Platz. Change to streetcar 37 in the
direction of St.Emmeram and get off at Friedensengel/ Villa Stuck 

+49 89 4168 247

Eataly, 29 minutes walk
Munich is often called the nothernmost city of Italy… maybe because
we love our Italian Neighbours for their food. Probably the biggest
selection of Italian items you can find in the “Schrannenhalle” at of the
Viktualienmarkt. Just walking around and enjoying the delicious
fragrance is enough to experience something like an Italian summer …

Viktualienmarkt 15
Take the S8 in the direction of Munich Airport and get off at Marienplatz
Take the S1 in the direction of Leuchtenbergring and get off at Marienplatz
Take the S4 in the direction of Grafing-Bahnhof and get off at Marienplatz 

+49 89 2488 1771 1



Souvenirs
Typical Bavarian gifts might include examples of traditional

clothing (Trachten), such as Lederhosen for men and Dirndl for
women; beer mugs; wood carvings (Holzschnitzereien); pewter-
ware (Zinn); the famous Nymphenburg porcelain and speciality

foods such as Lebkuchen and Christmas Stollen. Especially around
Marienplatz you will find a lot of little souvenir stores.

Sebastian Wesley, 27 minutes walk
Specialised in wax art, carvings and pewter

Rindermarkt 1
Take the S8 in the direction of Munich Airport and get off at Marienplatz
Take the S1 in the direction of Leuchtenbergring and get off at Marienplatz
Take the S4 in the direction of Grafing-Bahnhof and get off at Marienplatz 

Servus Heimat, 26 minutes walk
Bavariantradition the modern way. This is the most unusual souvenir
shop in Munich. Colourful, modern and unexpected selfironical.

Brunnstraße 3
Take the tram 18 in the direction of Schwanseestraße and get off at Karlsplatz
Take the U1 in the direction of Mangfallplatz and get off at Sendlinger Tor 

Bayern München Fanshop, 31 minutes walk
A must see for every soccer fan. get a shirt or mug from Germany’s
most famous soccer club.

Orlandostraße 1
Take the S2 in the direction of Erding and get off at Marienplatz 

Karusa, 49 minutes walk
You want to buy gifts for family and friends or are you looking for a
special souvenir? Take a look inside and find an exellent choice of
handmade and homemade products from regional artists. Typical
Baverian style mixed with creative ideas.

Humboltstraße 6
Take the MetroBus 68 CityRing via Silberhornstraße - Ostbahnhof and get off at Claude-Lorrain-Straße
Take the U2 in the direction of Messestadt Ost and get off at Kolumbusplatz. Change to MetroBus 58
Hauptbahnhof Nord and get off at Claude-Lorraine-Straße 



Transports
Munich has got one of the biggest transportation systems in

Germany. It is composed of an Underground, a Tramway, Buses
and a Suburban Train Service (S-Bahn). The fare for a single ride is

€ 3,50, including changes. There are several other possibilities,
though. If you plan on taking the public transit more often, buy a

10-rides-ticket for € 15,20,-.
To buy a ticket, look for the blue ticket machines in the

underground stations or inside the tramway. Just use the touch
screen to select your language and buy your ticket.

Don’t forget to obliterate your ticket with the small blue boxes
before accessing the platforms.

To get to the festival site
If you stay in the city center, the best way to get to the festival site is
to take the Tramway 16 or 17 to Romanplatz/Amelienburgstraße at
Karlsplatz (Stachus) and to hop off at Hopfenstraße (see on the map)
near the BR-Tower.
Alternatively, you can take the S-Bahn at Karlsplatz (Stachus), get off
the train at Hackerbrücke and then it’s a 5 minutes walk to the BR.
Note that the festival site is not far away from downtown and quickly
accessible by foot (max. 20 minutes walk from Marienplatz, in the
center, and 10 minutes from central station). Therefore we would
advise you to walk.



To get to the airport
Munich Airport is located 40 km outside of the city.
Airport train “S-Bahn” from Airport to the city: Every 10 minutes.
Journey time to Hauptbahnhof (Central Railway Station, for all hotels):
40 minutes. You can take either S1 or S8 – both lines go through
“Hauptbahnhof”. The S-Bahn departs in the basement underneath the
train station. Follow the white “S” on green ground.
Bus from Airport (Terminal 2) to “Hauptbahnhof” (Central Railway
Station, for all hotels): every 20 minutes. Journey time to
“Hauptbahnhof”: approx. 45 minutes.


